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Holiday with a cause in Musandam
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MUSCAT: The coast around 
Musandam has always attracted 
scuba diving enthusiasts, but 
recently, a group of divers did 
more than admire the underwa-
ter wonders of Oman’s north-
ern governorate — they spent a 
week voluntarily checking the 
health of the coral reefs.

Organised by Biosphere Expedi-
tions, an international non-profit 
environmental organisation, the 
week-long adventure gave nine 
scuba divers a chance to help as-
sess the conditions of the coral 
reefs in Musandam. They were 
led by Dr Matthias Hammer, ex-
ecutive director of Biosphere 
Expeditions, and Dr Jean-Luc 
Solandt, Biodiversity Policy Of-
ficer at the Marine Conservation 
Society in the UK.

Dr Matthias Hammer said hav-
ing volunteer divers join the expe-
ditions is very important because 
they help fund the projects and 
help with the actual work involved 

in checking the reefs. “A lot of peo-
ple are looking to go on vacation 
where they can do something and 
give back, especially affluent trav-
ellers, people who have money and 
want to go do something that is 
sustainable. They come home with 
a fantastic experience and a feel-
ing of having done something that 
leaves a legacy behind,” said Mon-
ica Majors, an American volunteer 
on the expedition.

Global connect
Majors and the other eight volun-
teers, including Omani, German, 
Japanese, Hungarian and British 
nationals, each of whom paid to be a 
part of the expedition, spent the first 
couple of days being trained as reef 
checkers, which included learning 
what “indicator species” to look for, 
including fish such as Snapper, But-
terfly fish, Sweetlips, Grouper, Par-
rot fish, Moray eels and several oth-
ers, and invertebrates like urchins, 
clams and lobsters. 

Then they did several dives each 
day, checking the reefs and tallying 
their findings, which are then as-
sessed and turned into a report on 
the condition of  the reefs.

Majors, the PR and Media 
manager at Six Senses Zighy Bay, 
learned to dive in Musandam, so 
the area is very dear to her. “Having 
learned to dive here in Musandam, 
I have noticed the amazing reefs. 

“The corals are in very good 
shape here, which is a bit of an 
anomaly. What I have also noticed 
in just my diving in the past two 
years here is the diminishing fish 
population,” Majors said.

Hammer, whose organisation 
has been checking the reefs in Mu-
sandam over the past five years, 
said the coral reefs there are very 
healthy by international stand-
ards. “The reefs are in a good state 
with coral cover well above the 
global average and resilient to con-
ditions that would kill corals else-
where in the world. Five years of 

coral survey work has shown that 
the Musandam reefs are doubtless 
the best in the region and could 
hold the key for other reefs of the 
world to adapt to climate change,” 
he said.

Yet Hammer also said that it’s 
now time to act to protect the reefs 
from stresses such as tourism, 
fishing, and other developments. 
He suggested carving out a ma-
rine protected area (MPA) that 
would not only protect the natu-
ral beauty of the region, but also 
benefit local fishermen, tour-
ism and commerce. Currently, 
the only MPA in Oman is at the 
Daymaniyat Islands.

If action isn’t taken, potential 
threats to the corals could include 
bleaching, disease, and human 
influence such as pollution and 
sewage, tourism and poor fishing 
practices like blast fishing, cyanide 
fishing, and anchor damage.

Nasser Al Khanjari, one of the 
Omani volunteers on board and 

founder of Sea Legends, an Omani 
environmental organisation, said 
he hoped more Omanis would care 
for their coast and marine life, 
since they have always had a deep 
connection with the sea as a main 
source of their livelihood.  

“We can all work together to cre-
ate MPAs around the areas that 
could benefit the preservation of the 
seas around Oman. It will promote 
responsible fishery management 
and habitat protection. Most of 
these areas are usually reef populat-
ed. By implementing MPA around 
few places in Oman, it will help 
preserve the sea around us for fu-
ture generations to understand the 
connections that Omanis had with 
the sea,” Al Khanjari explained.

Al Khanjari added that even 
though he has done over 100 scuba 
dives before, he learned a lot on the 
expedition about how to evaluate 
marine health. He hopes to apply 
what he learned in Musandam to 
the reefs around Muscat. 

“After doing the reef-check 
course, I find myself looking at the 
reefs from a different angle. Now 
every time I dive, I see the reefs 
that I have seen hundreds of times, 
in a different light,” he said.

Adventure 
Though the main purpose of the 
expedition was to monitor the 
coral reef health, for the volun-
teers it was also a wonderful ad-
venture that included two or three 
dives each day, sleeping on the 
deck of the dhow under the stars, 
early morning yoga, and a chance 
to make new friends. Majors said 
that even though it was volunteer-
ism as opposed to a regular holiday, 
it was a wonderful opportunity.

“It was an exceptional experi-
ence! I would highly recommend 
it. It sounds like one heck of a 
holiday to me. I would go to bed 
feeling so happy that I had done 
something that had tangible results,” 
Majors concluded.

Oud trio from Palestine triumphs
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MUSCAT: Three oud-playing 
brothers from Palestine showed 
just how rocking the classical 
Arab instrument can be when 
they took to the stage at the Royal 
Opera House Muscat (ROHM) on 
Thursday evening.

Even as rain poured and light-
ning filled the skies outside, in-
side Samir, Wissam and Adnan 
Joubran, who together comprise 
Le Trio Joubran, along with per-
cussionist Yousef Hbeish, lit up 
the ROHM with their modern in-
terpretations of traditional Arab 
maqams, or melodic modes used in 
Arabic music. 

Though the stormy weather pre-
vented some ticket-holders from 
attending, those who were there 
got to see an oud performance 
unlike any other.

The brothers, who are the fourth 
generation of a family of oud play-
ers, play with a unique combina-
tion of intensity, playfulness, de-
termination and joy. 

Each plays an oud handcrafted 
by middle brother Wissam, who 
was the first Arab to graduate from 
the Anontio Stradivari School of 
Violin Making. While each has his 
own style, together they create im-

pressive, harmonious sounds and 
strum new life into old rhythms. 
It’s as though they are playing on 
an adrenaline rush, dazzling and 
captivating their listeners, who 
gave them a rare standing ovation 
at the end of the first half of the 
concert because they were so im-
pressed. Not only do the brothers 
impress with their fast fingers and 
hip rhythms, but they show how 
strong Palestinian culture still is 
despite the obstacles. Le Trio Jou-
bran started performing together a 

decade ago in France, where they 
were initially referred to as Pal-
estinian musicians, but, as Samir 
told the audience, they are ‘musi-
cians from Palestine’. 

Indeed, at times their music 
makes a strong political statement, 
as they play along with recitations 
of legendary Palestinian poet 
Mahmoud Darwish. Like Darwish, 
Le Trio Joubran is ensuring that 
Palestine lives on and their rich 
culture will not be erased.

Speaking to the delighted au-

dience, Samir said he and his 
brothers were happy to play at the 
ROHM, in such a beautiful theatre 
in which their music reverberated 
so warmly, but also added an impor-
tant message: “We hope to see you 
all in Jerusalem, in free Palestine.”

While it may be years yet before 
there is a free Palestine, at least pa-
trons at the ROHM got the honour 
and pleasure of seeing some of the 
most talented musicians from Pal-
estine in a concert they’ll remember 
for years to come.
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MUSICAL FREEDOM: The brothers, who are the fourth generation of a family of oud players, play with a 

unique combination of intensity, playfulness, determination and joy. — Photos Khalid Al Busaidi/ROHM

ECO-COMMITMENT: Potential threats to the corals could include bleaching, disease, and human influence such as pollution and sewage, tourism and poor fishing practices. Having volunteer divers join the 

expeditions in Musandam is very important because they help fund the projects and help with the actual work involved in checking the reefs. — Photos courtesy for Biosphere Expeditions
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